
October Camp Brochure

Monday, October 11 – Friday, October 15
Contact: camp@theEcole.org



From Monday, October 11 to Friday, October 15, we are welcoming 
children from Nursery to Kindergarten in our Fifth Avenue Building, 
and Elementary students in our Main Building.

The October camp has been designed to provide children with an immersive bilingual experience similar to The 
École’s regular school year program–with lots of fun. 
At our Flatiron District campuses and the surrounding Madison Square Park and Peter's Field, campers learn and 
practice both French and English through daily art, music, sports, theater, and many other workshops and activities.
Throughout the day, children are guided through workshops and activities by a camp team composed entirely of The 
École’s School Life assistants and teachers, and instructors from our after-school program partners. All are native 
speakers of French or English and all are deeply experienced in working with language learners of all levels. They 
ensure campers have the opportunity to improve their French and English language skills, at their own pace and in 
relaxed—yet enriching—settings.

This year, our October Camp is back on both campuses!



Nursery to Kindergarten October Camp
Nursery to Kindergarten camp is held at the Fifth Avenue Building
206 Fifth Avenue, New York, NY 10010
The days begin at 8:30 a.m. with a morning welcome followed by the first activity, an outdoor recess (at Madison 
Square Park or on our rooftop, weather permitting) followed by a second activity. 

Then it’s time for lunch and quiet games, and, for our youngest campers, nap-time. 
The three afternoon workshop activities, just like those held in the morning, are run in French or English. A snack is 
provided in the afternoon. 

Parents can pick their children up between 4:45 p.m. and 5 p.m.
Please note that lunch will not be provided by the camp. 
Parents are required to pack lunch for their child(ren) and make sure the children have it with them at morning drop-
off. Please do not pack any food containing peanut products, as The École is a peanut-free environment.



Nursery to Kindergarten October Camp Schedule



Nursery to Kindergarten Camp Fee

Our program is intentionally flexible, to work around your family’s schedule, with options to sign up for a:
• Half-day: 8:30 a.m. - 12:15 p.m. or 1:30 p.m. - 4:45 p.m.
• Full-day: 8:30 a.m. - 4:45 p.m. 
• Full-week: 5 full days

Fee
By Day
• Half-day: $90
• Full-day: $160

Full-Week
• 5 full-days: $680



Nursery to Kindergarten Camp Activities
Descriptions of the Activities
Art avec Danielle Warren, en français
This activity dives into the techniques, processes and skills that students can use to develop their own unique, personally meaningful art practice. Danielle’s workshop is 
centered on creative problem solving, critical thinking, curiosity, play and self-discovery taught through different fine art mediums.

Cuisine avec Lucie Assogba, en français
Kids love to create wonderful dishes in the kitchen. Bon appétit !

Dance with Emilie Aguerre, in English 
Jump, spin, and slide into this amazing dance class! In this perfect introduction to dance, we will explore creative movement, ballet, and Broadway musical theater. The 
children will learn the art of storytelling through music and movement with classical music and fun filled songs. They will also learn skills like listening and following 
instructions, working alongside their peers, taking turns, setting goals and feeling the excitement of achieving them!

Gymnastics with Emilie Aguerre, in English
Gymnastics is a fun activity that helps develop flexibility, agility, dexterity, strength and coordination. In this class the children will learn the basics of gymnastics, 
learning how to roll, jump, the beginning skills needed for cartwheels and handstands, and balance beam.

Jonglage avec Rémy Souchon, en français
Let's learn how to juggle with Balls, Diabolo and Devil stick ! We'll learn step by step how to juggle. This class is good to develop patience and agility.



Nursery to Kindergarten Camp Activities
Descriptions of the Activities

Krav Maga with Swan Kids, in English
Krav Maga is the world's best self-defense method, it is also insanely fun & very practical. We teach simple but incredibly effective techniques that help kids’ agility 
and mobility.

Robotics with Swan Kids, in English
This activity combines the STEM principles into a seamless program, customized for all ages. Our students learn how to apply all four in designing, programming & 
building their gadgets that come to life at their command.

Tennis with Tennis Innovator, in English
At our Fifth Avenue Building, students will learn the basics of Tennis while having a blast!

Théâtre avec Rémy Souchon, en français
During this class we'll play some drama games to work on improvisation, mime and drama techniques to develop the kids' imagination. 

Yoga with Emilie Aguerre, in English
Stretch and build a strong body by learning yoga postures and relaxation techniques. In this fun class we will tick tock like clocks, roar like a lion, do poses named after 
animals, go on a butterfly adventure, and shoot into outer space!



Elementary October Camp
For Elementary students, the camp is held at the Main Building
111 East 22nd Street New York, NY 10010
Drop-off starts at 8:15 a.m. 

In the morning students participate in three different activities, followed by an outdoor recess at Madison Square 
Park, before lunch. 

Just like the morning activities, the three afternoon activities are offered in French or English. 

The day ends with a snack before parents come and collect their children between 4:15 p.m. and 4:30 p.m.

Please note that lunch will not be provided by the camp. 
Parents are required to pack lunch for their children and make sure they have it with them at morning drop-off. 
Please do not packany food containing peanut products, as The École is a peanut-free environment.



New this year!

Soccer Practice with French Football Academy (FFF) coaches
In the morning, children can choose to register for a 2 and a half hour soccer practice and games 
with the FFF coaches. In that case, instead of participating in three morning activities, the children 
walk with the FFF coaches to Peter’s Field for soccer practice and return to the school for outdoor 
recess. Note: on Wednesday the practice takes place at St Vartan field which is 20 min away by walk. 
This activity is optional and involves an additional fee.

Afternoon Session at Tennis Innovator
In the afternoon, students have the option to register for a 2 and a half hour tennis class with Tennis 
Innovators at their Midtown location at 500 8th Avenue btw. 35th & 36th Street. Children registered 
for this activity leave the school by private bus at 1 p.m. (15-20 minutes transport) and are back at 
The École for the last pick-up time at 4:30 p.m. 
This activity is optional and involves an additional fee.

For our Elementary students, we are offering even more options!



Elementary October Camp Schedule



3rd – 5th Grade After-School Program
To offer more opportunities to our Elementary students to practice their favorite sports with our afterschool program partners, we are proposing 
different options for the morning and the afternoon sessions of our October Camp. You can register your children for:
• a full-day (8:15 a.m. - 4:15 p.m.)
• a full-week (5 full-days) 
• and add the Soccer with FFF option for the morning and/or the Tennis with Tennis Innovators option for the afternoon
You can also register your child for half-days:
• Morning (8:15 a.m. – 12:30 p.m.) or Afternoon (12:45 p.m. – 4:15 p.m.)
• Morning Soccer with FFF (8:15 a.m. – 12:30 p.m.) 
• Afternoon Tennis with Tennis Innovators (12:45 p.m. – 4:30 p.m.)

Fee
By Day
• Full-day regular camp: $160
• Full-day with Soccer option in the morning: $190
• Full-day with Tennis option in the afternoon: $220
• Full-day with Soccer Option in the morning and Tennis option in the afternoon: $250

Full-Week
• 5 full-days regular camp: $680
• 5 full-days with Soccer option in the morning: $810
• 5 full-days with Tennis option in the afternoon: $940
• 5 full-days with Soccer Option in the morning and Tennis option in the afternoon: $1,060

Elementary Camp Fee

• Half-day regular camp: $90
• Morning Soccer with FFF: $120
• Afternoon Tennis with Tennis Innovators: $150

Half-day



3rd – 5th Grade After-School Program
Descriptions of the Activities
3D Printing with Swan Kids, in English
Students learn about this new technology while making three dimensional objects from digital files that children create all on their own.

Art avec Danielle Warren, en français
This activity dives into the techniques, processes and skills that students can use to develop their own unique, personally meaningful art practice. Danielle’s workshop is 
centered on creative problem solving, critical thinking, curiosity, play and self-discovery taught through different fine art mediums.

Thriller Choreography Workshop with Emilie Aguerre, in English
Have you ever dreamed of being in a music video? This exciting class is a five-day workshop. Over the course of the week, you will be taught the choreography from 
Michael Jackson's Thriller video, just in time for Halloween! Emilie will break down the choreography so you can learn the whole thing step by step, transforming into a 
Zombie by the end of the week where your performance will be videotaped for you, your family, and friends to enjoy. You do not need any dance experience to join this 
class!

Drone Pilots with Swan Kids, in English
This is a marvelous program that kids rave about. There is nothing more viscerally exciting than powering up one of these high-tech aircraft and piloting them through a 
comprehensive training regimen. The class runs on a STEM curriculum that focuses on giving kids an exciting introduction to Science, Technology, Engineering and 
Math. Modeled after the training air force pilots undergo, this class takes kids through an exciting obstacle course as they pilot their Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (AKA The 
Drone), while learning all the science behind flight, communication, observation skills and becoming a leader.

Elementary Camp Activities



3rd – 5th Grade After-School Program
Descriptions of the Activities
Football avec la FFF, en français
During these 2 and a half hour sessions, the coach will follow the 5 step-approach developed by the FFF and the French Ministry of Education. Focusing on drills to 
improve the children’s skills, the coach will start with warm up and exercises with or without the ball, followed by a focus on ball skills to develop the children’s skills 
individually and as a team. They will end the sessions with a game.

Jonglage avec Rémy Souchon, en français
Let's learn how to juggle with Balls, Diabolo and Devil stick ! We'll learn step by step how to juggle. This class is good to develop patience and agility.

Mad Sciences with Swan Kids, in English
Beware! Whether you are Dr. Jekyll or Mr. Hyde, it's time to let out your inner mad scientist. Learn the science of slime, build a flying rocket, put an egg in a bottle or turn 
it into a bouncy ball. In this fun class we will be experimenting with the weird & wacky side of science. Prepare to thrill your mind, challenge your beliefs, and definitely get 
just a little bit messy! This class focuses on appropriate concepts in chemistry, biology, natural sciences and real-world physics applications. It is designed to inspire the 
child and connect them to the versatile applications of scientific principles in the modern world. 

Music with Ryan Langlois, in English
During music class with Ryan children explore melodic and rhythmic ideas in a fun and imaginative way while gaining a fundamental understanding of how music works 
through a variety of engaging lessons and activities. Classes will highlight a wide range of musical genres with everything from Bach to Louis Armstrong to The Beatles, 
and lessons will include solfège singing exercises, instrumental exploration, movement rhythmic activities and a healthy dose of fun group sing alongs! Ryan also brings 
along a variety of instruments including guitar, banjo, ukulele, piano and more to share with the class. 

Elementary Camp Activities



3rd – 5th Grade After-School Program
Descriptions of the Activities
Robotics & Coding with Swan Kids, in English
STEM is the academic disciplines of science, technology, engineering and mathematics. We combine these 4 principles into a seamless program, customized for all ages. 
Our students learn how to apply all four in designing, programming & building their gadgets, that come to life at their command.

Tennis with Tennis Innovator, in English
During the 2 and a half hour tennis class, Tennis Innovators’ instructors will introduce players to all of the tennis strokes and connect them to specific footwork and body 
mechanics. Players will play in both cooperative and competitive drills and games as they develop their rallying, consistency and tactics. We will begin introducing 
competitive point play and match play. Include private bus transport to Tennis Innovators (15-20 minutes) location at 500 8th Avenue btw. 35th & 36th Street.

Théâtre avec Rémy Souchon, en français
During this class we'll play some drama games to work on improvisation, mime and drama techniques to develop the kids' imagination. 

Yoga with Emilie Aguerre, in English
Stretch and build a strong body by learning yoga postures and relaxation techniques. In this class we will have fun working on breath, balance, flexibility, and strength 
through a wide variety of yoga postures. The class will end in a wonderful guided meditation that will leave you feeling so relaxed and refreshed!

Elementary Camp Activities


